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Evidence Room

Where do "laws" come from?
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Articles
Prepare Now

Who creates these "laws" and what purpose do they serve?
Who benefits from these "laws"?

****
Billy Graham died on
February 21, 2018. Did
he deceive you?

Do any of us have ANY say in these "laws", or are we just expected to obey anything and
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Do you know that everyone of us was born a slave in the USA? You don't want to believe

What is REAL and
What Is Imaginary
****

everything that our MASTERS tell us?

that, do you? You have been told your entire life that Americans are free. Are we free?
NOPE, not even close.
How many "laws" existed in America before we were born? How could any of us agree to
those "laws" when we were not around to have our say about them as they were being
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Banned for Sharing
the Truth

created? We were all born into a system that none of us created. If we would have been
born in another country, we still would have been born into a different system of "laws" that
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none of us created. That makes us slaves. We are not free to make choices that go against

"Ron Paul is Not the
Answer"

the "laws" that are already in place without suffering the wrath of the power structure that is

****

RULING America. I just wrote an article called "Arrogant NYPD Spokesmen" that
concerned the killing of Eric Garner by the NYPD because he violated a "law" that NONE of
us created.

Separating the Wheat
from the Chaff

In that article, I posted a TV "news" clip that had former Nassau County Police Investigator
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Lou Palumbo defending the NYPD officers who killed Eric Garner. Lou Palumbo made it
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****
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****
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****
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****

very clear that he sees the job of the police to be far above the average New Yorker and
when the police tell people to jump, they better start jumping or the police will use FORCE to
make them comply. Lou Palumbo does not see any room for discussion. The RULERS /
Slave Masters of New York City decreed that Eric Garner's actions of selling cigarettes on
the streets of New York City is against the "law" and Lou Palumbo, being a well trained
robotic ENFORCER, has a simple view of things. He said this regarding the immediate
obedience by the SLAVES when they are COMMANDED by the police ENFORCERS to
submit to an arrest
"If you resist, you resist"
And that was just how easy it was for Lou Palumbo to dismiss the violent and unnecessary
death of Eric Garner at the hands of the NYPD. Clearly Lou Palumbo sees no need for the
police to engage in verbal skills with the SLAVES of New York City. When the police say
"you are under arrest", that's it. There is nothing more to say. After that, the health and
safety of the person being arrested is of little or no concern to Lou Palumbo. He made it
very clear that he has great difficulty determining the level of resistance by the person being
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arrested or the appropriate level of FORCE that the police should use to overcome that
resistance when making an arrest. Lou Palumbo has a very simple outlook "If you resist,
you resist" and that is all there is to it.
Eric Garner was harming nobody, but he was violating a "law" that he had no part in
creating. Nobody came to Eric Garner to ask for his consent in the creation of this "law" that
would eventually be used as an excuse to violently take his life from him, did they? What
person living in New York City agreed to this "law"? Was anyone living in New York City
even asked before the RULERS of New York City dictated this "law"? Was everyone living in
New York City informed that the penalty for violating this "law" could be death? If so, did they
agree with that "law"?
Which person living in New York City agrees with the death penalty that Eric Garner
received at the hands of the NYPD, the ENFORCERS of this "law" that was created by the
RULERS / Slave Masters of New York City? Are New Yorkers safer now? Was Eric Garner a
threat to the safety of New Yorkers before the NYPD stepped in to "protect" New Yorkers
from him?
Somebody MUST have benefited from the actions by the NYPD, right? Who are the people
who benefited from that violent confrontation, initiated by the NYPD? Exactly what benefit
did they incur?
YES Americans. We were ALL born into slavery. Can you find yourself in this video?
I'm Spartacus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8h_v_our_Q
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The Enforcers Are
Destroying America
****

or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Im-Spartacus-ExtLengthmp4-107923
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****
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It gets worse. MUCH worse, but I'll get to that in a moment.
The title of this article is "Laws and Children's Games". What is the connection?

****

In my previous article "Arrogant NYPD Spokesmen", I said that ALL "laws" are fake. That

Who Loves Ya, Baby?

must be a very difficult concept for most people to believe and understand. It is a concept

****
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****

that is foreign to all of us, including children. Even children create RULES ("laws") when
they are playing games with each other. Even children know that rules are required so that
everyone knows what is acceptable behaviour and what is unacceptable behaviour.
I grew up on a suburban street that had many children about my own age and we used to

If You Are NOT a
Christian, You have
NO Rights

play many games together like kickball or whiffleball. We used to play in the streets and we
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to play games and have fun with each other and we all came to mutual agreements about

Separating the Stuff
from "The Stuff"
****
"Arrogant NYPD
Spokesmen"

used parked cars as bases and trees were used as out of bounds markers. When the cars
were moved or parked in different spots, we adjusted. The point is that we all came together
what the rules were. It was simple. We all had our say and we all abided by the rules that we
created.
As adults, none of us make "laws". A VERY corrupt system, that already existed before we
were born, has dictated to us what the "laws" are and the RULERS of that system hired
people to FORCE us into compliance. That makes us SLAVES.
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The "laws" that make the most sense and that serve and protect all of us are traffic laws.
I'm not talking about the "laws" that deal with things like insurance or registration or driver
license. I'm talking about the actual laws that govern movement. Those laws are simple

****

enough for the average person to understand and obey. They make sense. It does not take

"Kiss Your Illusions
Goodbye"

a lawyer for a person to understand them and if a person disagrees with a traffic citation, it
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****
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does not take a lawyer to defend a driver in court unless it's something like drunk driving. If
only ALL of the "laws" were so easy to understand and designed to protect us instead of
enslaving us.
Some of you are thinking that we have a right to vote. Sorry, but NO!!!
Voting machine vote-rigging backdoor exposed
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pbvEt8NG2Q
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Voting-machinevote-rigging-backdoor-exposedmp4-107924
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Furthermore........ nothing ever changes. The New World Order agenda keeps going forward
no matter who is "elected". It's like the pony express. It did not matter who the rider was or
what horse was being ridden, the pony express kept going in the same direction to reach it's
intended destination. The New World Order is controlling EVERY event and it is heading
towards the final destination of complete world domination. The TOP BRASS of America's
police agencies are *ALL* part of this New World Order agenda.
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There is NO "terrorism" that happens in the world that the USA govt is not involved in.
NONE!!! The USA govt is the world's premier TERRORIST organization.
All you need to do is consider Edward Snowden. The NSA is spying on the entire world and
has been for decades. NSA is led by the New World Order.
How much BAD news can you handle? How much TRUTH can you take?
Here is some more truth. Can you handle it? Will you handle it?
Look at what you have been told your entire life about China and Russia and then
understand how the New World Order keeps using the same playbook to fool us. Stop
trusting the government and the news media.
China is the USA. The USA is China.
The USA created COMMUNIST Russia and Communist China
The USA has financially supported Russia since the USA overthrew Russia in 1917.
Russia is the 51st state. It is OWNED by the USA govt.
Antony Sutton - Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution (book)
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-bolshevik-rev.html
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Antony Sutton - Wall Street & Bolshevik Revolution Part 1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GhPsJCXPqY
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Antony-Sutton--Wall-Street--Bolshevik-Revolution-Part-1flvmp4-107920
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Antony Sutton - Wall Street & Bolshevik Revolution Part 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpsZz2IqMIA
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Antony-Sutton--Wall-Street--Bolshevik-Revolution-Part-2flvmp4-107922

The USA government created Communist China by betraying Chiang Kai-Shek.
The betrayal of Chiang Kai-Shek http://iowaindependentsblog.com/2007/08/16/thebetrayal-of-chiang-kai-shek/
The news media will tell us anything that they are told to tell us by the New World Order.
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The CFR Controls American News Media since 1917
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FPAQlbmlSc
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/The-CFR-ControlsAmerican-NewsMedia-107867
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CIA Admits Using News to Manipulate the USA 1975
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ED63A_hcd0
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/CIA-Admits-UsingNews-To-Manipulate-the-USA-1975-108422

New Bill Legalizes Government Propaganda and Disinformation on American Citizens
http://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/new-bill-legalizes-government-propaganda-anddisinformation-on-american-citizens/
I have MUCH more bad news, but I will save it for later.
I want everyone to understand the times. I want everyone to know just how dire things really
are. I want everyone to know that Jesus Christ is our only hope. If you die today, are you
going to hell or are you going to be saved by FAITH in Jesus Christ?
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The New World Order belongs to Satan.
The Old World Order belongs to God.
Choose wisely. Watch some of the videos on this website and learn.
As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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